“The REACH Program sets
International Paper apart from other
employers, because it provides you
opportunities to learn on the job,
develop yourself through trainings and
acquire hands-on experiences that
increase your career development
10x FASTER than any other company.”
- 2019 REACH Engineer, Ernest
Scan below to hear from others.

MANUFACTURING
Put Your Knowledge to Work
At International Paper, we are driven by our passion for the planet and
our instinct for innovation. Our mission is to improve people’s lives,
the planet and our company’s performance by transforming renewable
resources into products people depend on every day.

REACH

Our Job is to Help You Succeed
Our engineers are at the heart of making this happen. They solve problems, develop and implement process
improvements, install new equipment and technologies and enhance our products.
REACH (Recruit, Engage, Align College Hires) is International Paper’s college recruiting and development program
for manufacturing engineers and safety professionals. Participants are typically degreed engineers or related
STEM professionals who have graduated within the last five years. During your REACH experience, you will:
• Work on challenging and meaningful manufacturing projects
• Participate in a core curriculum that strengthens technical and professional capability
• Build a community of colleagues, peers and seasoned professionals as a resource
network for your career
• Learn from industry experts about skills, processes, equipment and tools necessary for
success in the packaging, pulp and paper industry
• Focus on the key skills and knowledge needed by engineers in our mills
• Lay the foundation for a manufacturing, leadership, or technical career with an
individual development plan

Topics within the REACH program include:
Manufacturing Excellence
(Including Yellow Belt Certification)

Sustainability

Pulp, Paper and Power Process Knowledge

Communication Skills

Reliability

Career, Professional and Leadership Development

Environment, Health & Safety

Data Analytic Tools

Your Job is to Help Us Move Forward
Within the REACH Program, you’ll enjoy challenging work, cross-functional development and best practices collaboration,
while becoming part of our pipeline of future manufacturing, health & safety, and technical leaders. We look for students
completing a bachelor’s degree in one of the following majors:

Chemical Engineering

Environmental Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Construction Engineering

Paper Science Engineering

Project Management

Health & Safety
(e.g., Industrial
Hygiene, Industrial
Safety, Occupational
Health & Safety, etc.)

You’ll want to apply if you meet the following qualifications:

2.8
or greater
cumulative GPA

Possible Career Paths

Permanent
authorization to
work in the U.S.

Process Engineering

Capital Project Management

Reliability Engineering

Environmental Engineering

Project Engineering – Mechanical
or Electrical and Instrumentation

Health & Safety
And more

Process Control

We are looking for future leaders of International Paper. Most careers follow the manufacturing management path.
International Paper encourages you to own your career development, and REACH helps guide your path.
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Manufacturing Career Paths

Functional Career Paths

Front Line Leader

Environment, Health & Safety

(Maintenance or Operations)

Operations Maintenance Coordinator
Area Process Manager

(Maintenance or Operations)

Mill Lead Team Member

Capital Project Management
Process Control

Technology Roles

The Best in the Industry is the Best Place To Start

$19.4 billion
net sales in 2021

25 mills
in 12 states

Approximately

25,000

38,000

Expanded to

Operating in

customers in 150 countries

12

Employee Networking Circles in
2021. ENCs are voluntary, company
sponsored employee groups that focus
on creating an engaged, inclusive,
collaborative and diverse workplace.

global employees

34 U.S.

states and 10 countries

13.5 million
people impacted via our
Community Engagement
programs in 2021

100 million
boxes made per day

2.3 million

e-courses completed by
employees in 2021, including
learning activities to develop
technical skills and essential
leadership and interpersonal skills

Meaningful Work
Innovation is at the heart of everything we do. We’re creating innovative products from responsibly sourced, renewable
resources—and we’re always looking for opportunities to improve our environmental footprint:

75

7

+million

Nearly

%

of energy used in our manufacturing
is derived from biomass residuals
versus fossil fuels

Our new mobile forest
mapping technology ensures
the fiber we source doesn’t
compromise forest habitats

tons

The amount of fiber we recover,
reuse and sell annually, making
us one of the top users of
recovered fiber in the U.S.

Best-in-Class Benefits
Our employees are our greatest asset. We make sustainable investments to protect and improve their lives, including:

Student loan assistance
Tuition reimbursement

Three weeks of paid vacation
after one year of service

401(k) plan with
company match

Medical, dental and
vision insurance

Paid holidays

Retirement Savings
Account (RSA) funded by
International Paper

Flexible spending accounts
for medical and/or
child care expenses
Pet insurance

Your International Paper Career Path Starts Here
International Paper is a great place to begin your career, because we do the right things, in the right ways, for the right reasons,
all of the time. We call this The IP Way. In our high-performance work environment, you control your destiny—develop your
talents, take the lead and move your career forward. We’ll provide roadmaps to help you reach your goals, tools to do your job
and experiences to help you grow personally and professionally.
With approximately 38,000 employees who serve over 25,000 customers around the globe, we offer endless opportunities for
you to make an impact.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER U.S. MILLS
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Reference Cities

For more information, visit InternationalPaper.com/REACH
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